Abstmct-This paper focuses on a new class of flexible hybrid concatenated codes which are able to achieve any desired bit error rate performance between that of a parallel and serial concatenated convolutional code. The main contribution of this paper is a convergence analysis of the decoder, which is facilitated hy an alternative representation of the code structure and an extrinsic information (EXIT) chart. In addition to giving some insight into the behavior and design of this particular type of hybrid code, this paper also provides new insight into the relationship between parallel and serial concatenated mdes as well as the hybrid coneatenated code proposed by Divsalar and Pollara.
I. INTRODUCTiON
111 [l] : 121, a new class of hybrid concatenated codes were proposed and shown to split the bit error performance of parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCCs) and s e rial concatenated convolutional codes (SCCCs) in both the waterfall and errnr floor regions. The hyhrid code was generated by puncturing the output of a slightly modified parent SCCC encoder comprised of a pair of recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders. The main modification to the SCCC encoder involved an interleaver design which essentially interleaves the systematic and parity bits of the outer code independently, This constraint on the interleaver ensures that the output of the inner encoder can he split into four distinct fields, the global systematic bits (systematic outer / systematic inner (So/&)), the "single" parity due to only the outer encoder (panty outer 1 systematic inner (Po/$))> the single parity due to only the inner encoder (systematic outer / panty inner (&/Pi)), and the "double" parity bits (parity outerlparity inner (P,/Pi)).
It is the presence of the double parity bits that differen-S,/Pi bits maintained) the code behaves more like aPCCC.
More specifically, as more double panty bits are punctured, the "waterfall" or "turbo cliff" occurs at a lower SNR while the error floor is raised. When all the double parity bits are punctured (and all single parity bits maintained) the code performance is identical to that of an unpunctured rate 1/3 PCCC.
The benefit of this approach is that it gives codes with error perforniance between the two extremes of PCCC and SCCC codes. Since the hybrid code is created by simply puncturing the output of a SCCC encoder, no additional hardware is required to impleinent it. In fact, because a PCCC code can be generated by appropriately puncturing a standard SCCC code (with appropriate interleaver), it might be wise for IC desipers and manufacturers to focus on SCCC products rather than on PCCCs. However, it, should be noted that although a SCCC decoder call be used to decode a PCCC code, the complexity of the SCICC decoder is 1.5 times that of the PCCC decoder since the inner code is clocked at twice the rate of the outer code. Furthermore, the proposed code structure lends it,self to application in hybrid FECIARQ sytemes [l] .
A hybrid concatenated coding scheme was previously proposed in 131. The proposed hybrid encoder is sliou~li in Fig, alld is composed of two major parts: a rate 11-1 parent SCCC and a puncturing unit. The parent SCCC lias identical inner and outer encoders separated by a structured interleaver. Both constit,uent codes are recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes with the same generator (35,23). The structured interleaver is designed such that it will map the systematic bits into the first half of the interleaved frame and parity bits into the second half. This is equivalent to interleaving the systematic and parity bits independently and then putting them in cascade so that all the interleaved systematic bits are introduced to the input of the inner all the double parity bits generates a PCCC code while keeping all of them maintailis a SCCC rode. Puncturing a fmcgction of the donble parity bits creates a hybrid code whose performance is that Of a ' ' CC and ' ' CC code. When half of the bits in both P,/P, and S,/P' fields are deleted, the code operates as a puncbured (rate 1/3) sCCC' hut as more hits are pul'ctured (arid more encoder before any of the interleaved parity hits. Siuce the systematic and parity hits are interleaved separately, there are actually, two sub interleaving units (INT(S) aiid INT(P)) within this structured interleaver, each of which is implemented as an Srandom interleaver.
Because of the interleaver design, the output codeword can be divided into the four fields shown in Fig. 7 . The global systematic output (SolSi) is comprised of the s y s tematic hits at the output of the inner encoder that correspoud to the interleaved systematic output of the outer encoder (i.e. the first half of the inner encoder's systematic output). There are two siugle parity fields, So/Pi and Po/%. The So/Pi field is composed of the parity bits at the output of the inner encoder that are created using the interleaved systematic output of the outer encoder (i.e. the first half of the inner encoder's parity output), while the Po/Si field is composed of the systematic bits at the output of the inner encoder due to the interleaved parity output of the outer encoder (i.e. the second half of the inner encoder's systematic output). The double parity field Po/Pi is the parity output of the inlier eucoder which is generated using the interleaved parity output of the outer encoder (i.e. the second half of the inner encoder's parit,y output).
A family of hybrid codes could he generated by unevenly puncturing the different single-and doubleparit,y fields. For the four distinct fields, the puricturirig rale -R subscripted with a field name defines the ratio of the number of deleted bits versus the total nuniber of the bits witlrin that field. The puncturing pattern determines different puncturing rate distributed among those four fields. Thus: the code rate R, of the hybrid codes is deter- The relationship between I E and I A can then be depicted graphically in an "extrinsic information transfer chart" (or EXIT cliart (4]), with a separate curve shown for each value of E, , ", .
For a concatenated system, two curves can be drawn on the same plot with the output entropy of each encoder becoming the input entropy of the other. Thus a decoding trajectory can be traced by mapping back and forth from one decoder's output entropy to the other decoder's input entropy.
As shown in Fig. 3 , four decoding functiom are used in the following convergence analysis of the proposed hybrid code. Each function defines an EXIT curve for a particular typc of constituent decoder. Z is the channel input which could be further classified as channel systematic input ( Z S ) and channel parity input ( Z Y ) . A.S is the extrinsic (i.e. a priori) input for the systematic bits. E is the decoder output which could be further classified as systematic output ( E S ) and parity output ( E -P ) . All of these inputs and outputs are random variables with entropy defined by (1).
A . EXIT Chart ~O T standard PCCC
The standard PCCC has two identical rate 1/2 constituent RSC codes. The EXIT curves of its constituent decoders are defined by DECS. The extrinsic output (E-S) of the first decoder will be fed into the second decoder as its a priori input ( A S ) , and vice versa. The decoding trajectory of the extrinsic information during iterative decoding follows a staircase path along the EXIT curves of the two decoders [I] . Convergence occurs when the two cnnw no longer overlap, i.e. when n "tunnel" opens up. 
B. EXIT Chart for standard SCCC
Consider a standard rate 1/3 SCCC code generated by a rate l / Z outer RSC code and an identical inner code with 50% of its parity bits punctured. The inner decoder uses DEC1, while the outer decoder uses DECI. The DECl output (E-S) is used a the DEC4 input (2) and the DEC4 output is used as the a priori input ( A S ) of DEC1. 
C. Structural equivalence of HCGCs and the proposed hy-
The EXIT chart analysis deals with sequence averages.
Provided that the PCCC or SCCC encoders are punctured evenly throughout the codeword, the EXIT chart can accurately predict the location of the turbo cliff. However, if the codes are unevenly punctured the precision of the analysis becomes compromised. Thus, an alternative r e p resentation for the proposed hybrid code is necessary.
Provided that the frame size is sufficiently long so that edge effects in the decoder (due to tail bits) can be n e brid codes glected, the proposed hybrid code can be considered to he a subclass of HCCCs [3] , as illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this interpretation, all of the systeniatic bits at the output of the outer code block are punctured and the parity bits iw terleaved. The key to tlie convergence analysis is to recognize that Fig. 6 actually contains PolSi, and Polpi. The SolSi and PolSi fields are both shared by two PCCCs in Fig. 7 . However, while S o l S i is the systematic output for PCCC 1, it is a parity field Cor PCCC 2. Likewise, the Po/Si field is the systematic field for PCCC 2 and a parity field for PCCC 1. local loop helps to boost the entropy for fields PolSi and SolSi, while the global loop helps to skip from a "dead' loop (i.e. a local loop that is stuck at a pinch-off point. in one EXIT chart) to a "live" loop (i.e. a local loop in the other EXIT chart that has not yet reached the pincli-off point). By switching hack and forth between two EXIT charts, the entropy for SolSi, Polsf will grow gradually.
If the systematic bits ( S ( D ) ) and parity bits ( P ( D )
Once the entropy for either PolSi or SolSi reaches a certain level that the decoding tunnel inside EXTl or EXT2 opens, then the code will converge.
As an example, the convergence process for a rat,e 113 SCCC code is presented. In its equivalent HCCC struct.ure, both PCCCs have a rate 213 puiictured RSC code (Inner 1 and Inner 2) and a rate 112 RSC code (Outer 1 or Outer 2). For purposes of computing EXIT curves? the Innerl and Inner2 codes are decoded using DECl while the Outer1 and Outer2 codes are decoded using DEC2. In particular, DECl feeds its output into DEC2 as Z S and tlie DECZ output is fed into DECl as A-S. . . fixed channel SNR of 0.7 dB. The decoding process starts usine the EXT2 firmre. The channel Daritv iimut (Z-P) Because there are two PCCC codes embedded in the HCCC structure of Fig. 6 : we now need two EXIT charts to perform the analysis. The iterative decoding within each EXIT chart iscalled a local loop, while the switching process between the two charts is called n globol loop. The DECZ is first set to the channel SNR of 0.7 dB, in order to define the first EXIT curve (line with '+') for Outer2 decoder. The local loop of EXT2 iteratively decodes the Inner2 (DEC1) and Outer2 (DEC2) codes until it hits the first pinch-off point 'A'. The output entropy (0.438) at 'A' is the entropy for field Po/Si in PCCCZ.
At this point, we can switch to the EXTl chart. Since Po/Si is the parity field for Outerl code (in the PCCCl encoder), the EXIT curve (line with '+') of Outerl code is generated by setting the entropy of Z-P in DECS (Outerl decoder) to be the output entropy at point 'A'. The local loop of EXTl hits its own pinch-off point 'B'. The on& put entropy (0.457) at 'B' is the entropy for field So/Si in PCCC1. Then, we switch back to EXTZ. Since So/Si is the parity field for Outer2 code in PCCC2, the second by setting the entropy of Z-P in DECS to be the output entropy at point 'B'. Again, the local loop in EXTZ hits a pinch-off point, this time at location 'C'. When switch- 
0.
EXIT curve (line wit.h '*') for Outer2 decoder is generated 0.
ing to EXTi again, the second EXIT curve (line with '*') for Outerl decoder is generated by setting the entropy of Z P to be the output entropy at 'C'. This time, the d e coding tunnel between Inner1 and Outerl decoders opens.
Thus the code converges at 0.7 dB, which agrees with the analysis of a standard SCCC (i.e. Fig. 5 ).
Following this same procedure, the convergence behavior for the other hybrid codes is illustrated shown in Figs. 1 W 1 1 including the rate 1/3 PCCC (-0.1 dB), hybrid code A (0.4 a), and hybrid code B (0.1 dB). Note that when int,erpretat,ing the PCCC in tern= of the HCCC structure, PCCC2 reduces to a single RSC code. There is only one global loop during the convergence process of these three hybrid codes, mainly because the severe puncturing on the parity bits of the Inner2 code flattens their EXIT curves in the low to moderate input entropy region where these curves provide almost constant output entropy in EXT2. The local loop in EXT2 is already dead once it hits the first pinch-off. thus can't be reactivated by the global loop. Thus, thc convergence behavior of these codes are primarily controlled by the Inner2 code. Moreover, puncturing the systematic bits of Inner2 code will reduce the output entropy for Po/Si field, which has a detrimental effect on code convergence.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed hybrid concatenated encoder is able to generate a range of codes which at one extreme have performance that is identical to a SCCC and at the other extreme performarice identical to a PCCC. The encoder structure itself is merely a SCCC encoder with a structured interleaver and puncturing pattern. In order to predict the location of the turbo cliff, it's necessary L o remodel the proposed code as a pair of PCCCs, due to the non-constistant puncturing pattern throughout the codeword. While some insight has been given regarding the design of hybrid concatenated codes, future work should focus on more formal design rules for hybrid concatenated codes.
